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Vis taJet is  launching packages  in several des tinations , including the Bahamas . Image credit: Vis taJet

 
By LUXURY DAILY NEWS SERVICE

Private aviation firm VistaJet is capitalizing on pent-up travel demand with several journey packages for 2022.

Called the Private World collection, VistaJet is offering seamless travel experiences to various destinations
including the Bahamas, Mongolia, Greenland, Antarctica, Namibia and Jamaica. VistaJet will be providing members
with private travel take-off, lodging and destination experiences.

Exploring the world with VistaJet 
For its new collection, VistaJet is continuing its partnership with several travel organizations including Pelorus,
Kisawa, EYOS, Guest, Wilderness Safaris and Based On A True Story.

For the Bahamas offering in collaboration with Pelorus, families will be invited on the ultimate treasure hunt,
inviting younger guests to find pirate treasures. Members will be invited to participate in conservation efforts,
researching whales, sharks and other marine life as they explore a submarine.

Travelers  in Mongolia can discover the remarkable landscapes  while s taying in tents  with luxury touches . Image credit: Vis taJet
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In Mongolia, in collaboration with Based On A True Story, guests can explore the nomadic land's rolling hills, Lake
Khvsgl and the Tsaatan reindeer herders. Travelers will be able to stay in luxury tents.

With EYOS, Greenland-bound guests can explore the region's wilderness by an expedition yacht. Guests can enjoy
skiing, close interactions with wildlife and more.

Guests looking to reconnect with nature will enjoy sunrise yoga and meditation on the sand dunes of Kisawa
Sanctuary in Mozambique. Members can continue enjoying wellness rituals, including a Japanese infra-red sauna
and Ayurvedic massage.

A desert adventure in also available in Namibia with Wilderness Safaris, where travelers can enjoy a desert retreat
with nature walks, eco-sensitive quad biking through the famous Sossusvlei Desert and more.

In collaboration with Guest, travelers can enjoy a secluded corner of Jamaica, staying at Panorama, a contemporary
villa set on a half-acre of landscaped gardens, offering a 360-degree view of the mountains and the Caribbean Sea.

Earlier this year, VistaJet helped consumers create special moments with a new offering, The Surprise Reunion.

The private aviation firm collaborated with event planners Sharky & George in providing a series of adventures and
surprises for passengers. Participants received mysterious packages in advance of their flights, including maps,
cryptic messages and clues as to their final destinations where they will spend time with their loved ones (see
story).
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